Instant Recall of Flashpoint Intelligence
with Polarity
Polarity is not a new dashboard to search or a new portal to manage. Instead, it works like Augmented Reality for
security teams overlaying your existing workflows to enrich your view as you work. With Polarity you are better
equipped to make thorough decisions and take action with speed.
Polarity helps you find the right data to make better decisions. It’s about being thorough; knowing what is available
from past analysis completed by you and your teammates, as well as all the context provided by the security products
used day-to-day. The Polarity open-source integration framework supports more than 150 security products including
Flashpoint.
Polarity’s integration with Flashpoint enables the analyst with instant recall of information from the Flashpoint
Intelligence Platform related to CVE ID’s, Email Addresses, IP Addresses, Web Domains, and File Hashes.
When integrated with Polarity, Flashpoint intelligence and indicator metadata is overlaid on the analyst’s screen while
they work within any client-side application. For example, indicator metadata, intelligence reports, and underground
forum post transcripts are automatically overlaid on screen via the Polarity overlay window while viewing an email that
contains a CVE ID as shown below.

There are several pivot points illustrated below that enable analysts to rapidly link out to the Flashpoint fp.tools platform
from the Polarity overlay window to perform additional research.

Polarity helps analysts get the data needed to act quickly. It’s about working fast; having the ability to retrieve relevant
context exactly when it is needed to make a decision. Teams reporting being able to work 3 – 5 times faster when using
Polarity with their security tools.

Flashpoint delivers converged intelligence and risk solutions to private and public sector organizations worldwide.
As the global leader in Business Risk Intelligence (BRI), Flashpoint provides meaningful intelligence to assist
organizations in combating threats and adversaries.
Through sophisticated technology, advanced data collections, and human-powered analysis, Flashpoint is the only
intelligence firm that can help multiple teams across an organization bolster cybersecurity, confront fraud, detect insider
threats, enhance corporate and physical security, improve executive protection, address third-party risk, and support due
diligence efforts.

Data tells a story, Polarity helps you see it with software-based Augmented Reality overlaying contextual information as
you work. No glasses or goggles are needed. When analysts use Polarity, they are better equipped to make thorough
decisions and take action with speed.

Learn more: www.polarity.io

Data Tells a Story. See it with Polarity.
Augmented Reality for Your Data

